Abstract. Communication plays a fundamental role in multi-agents systems. One of the main issues in the design of agent interaction protocols is the verification that a given protocol implementation is "conformant" w.r.t. the abstract specification of it. In this work we tackle those aspects of the conformance verification issue, that regard the dependence/independence of conformance from the agent private state in the case of logic, individual agents, set in a multi-agent framework. We do this by working on a specific agent programming language, DyLOG, and by focussing on interaction protocol specifications described by AUML sequence diagrams. By showing how AUML sequence diagrams can be translated into regular grammars and, then, by interpreting the problem of conformance as a problem of language inclusion, we describe a method for automatically verifying a form of "structural" conformance; such a process is shown to be decidable and an upper bound of its complexity is given. We also give a set of properties that describes the influence of the agent private information on the conformance of its communication policies to protocol specifications.
Introduction
Multi-agent systems (MASs) often comprise heterogeneous components, different in the way they represent knowledge about the world and about other agents, as well as in the mechanisms used for reasoning about it. Notwithstanding heterogeneity, agents must cooperate, to execute a common task or compete for shared resources; interoperation is, normally, ruled by a set of shared interaction protocols. The design and implementation of interaction protocols are crucial steps in the development of a MAS. Following the development process, described in [21] , for interaction protocol engineering, two different kinds of test are to be executed. The first consists in verifying the consistency of an abstract protocol definition w.r.t. the original requirements, derived from the analysis phase, that it should embody. This verification, often called validation test, is typically done by means of model-checking techniques. A different problem is the one that we face in this work, which amounts to verify if a given implementation, which is an agent interaction policy, respects a given abstract protocol definition. This problem is known as conformance testing. Moreover, since the specific implementations 1 normally use the agent's private information (the agent's "state"), e.g. for deciding which utterances to articulate, one further question that arises is: to which extent does the agent internal state influence the conformance of an implementation to a given protocol specification? Indeed, depending on the result of tests on the agent's internal state, different executions could occur, only part of them being correct w.r.t. the specifications. Merely in the case in which the "structure" of the conversation policy is such that it is bound to produce correct conversations, conformance is not influenced at all by the agent's internal state (we will discuss this issue in Section 3).
In this work we tackle the problem of conformance verification for two specific languages: we use Agent UML (AUML for short, first specified in [27] ) as the interaction protocol specification language and DyLOG [3, 5] as the conversation policy implementation language. In the literature one can, actually, find many formal techniques for protocol specification. A non-exhaustive list includes finite state automata [6, 24] , petri nets [23, 11] , temporal logic [15, 16] and UML-based languages. All these proposals are currently being studied and no definitive standard emerged yet. The reason for choosing AUML is that, despite its yet incomplete formal semantics (a proposal for a semantics based on petri nets can be found in [10] ), this language bears some relevant advantages: it is based on the widespread and well-known UML standard, it is intuitive and easy to learn, there are graphical editors for the generation of code, and AUML sequence diagrams have been adopted by FIPA to represent agent interaction protocols. On the other hand, DyLOG is a logic language for programming agents, based on reasoning about actions and change in a modal framework, that allows the inclusion of a set of conversation policies, in the specification of an agent. The language refers to a mentalistic approach, where speech acts are represented as atomic actions with preconditions and effects on the executor's mental state. It allows the specification of individual agents, situated in a multi-agent context, each having a personal view of the world. The use of a declarative language is helpful because it allows the proof of properties of the specific implementation in a straightforward way. In particular, a language that explicitly represents and uses the agent internal state, is useful for proving to which extent certain properties depend on the agent mental state or on the semantics of the speech acts. For instance, in our work we perform hypothetical reasoning about the effects of conversations on the agent mental state, in order to find conversation plans which are proved to respect the implemented protocols, achieving at the same time some desired goal. The DyLOG language is briefly introduced in Section 2, for a thorough description of it see [5] .
Our goal for this work is, then, to study under which conditions a DyLOG implementation can be declared as being conformant to an AUML specification. To this aim, we will introduce different levels of abstraction w.r.t. the agent mental state by defining three degrees of conformance (agent conformance, agent strong conformance, and protocol conformance). We will describe their relations and, by interpreting the problem of conformance verification as a problem of inclusion of a context-free language (CFL) into a regular language, we will show a method for automatically verifying the strongest degree of conformance; an upper bound to its complexity is also given. When this kind of conformance holds, the implemented policy respects the specification whatever the rational effects of the speech acts are, whatever the agent mental state is.
As a last observation about AUML, some authors, who work on protocol validation, criticize the choice of this formalism because its lack of a formal semantics makes it difficult to validate the designed protocols w.r.t. the original specifications. They also criticize the choice of a mentalistic approach (á la FIPA) because at the level of protocol validation this approach has shown relevant flaws. The dissatisfaction to the mentalistic approach is mostly due to the difficulty of verifying that an agent acts according to a commonly agreed semantics, because it is not possible to have access to the agents' private mental state [30] , a problem known as semantics verification. Some authors have proposed a social approach to agent communication [29] , where communicative actions affect the "social state" of the system, rather than the internal states of the agents. The social state records the social facts, like the permissions and the commitments of the agents, which are created and modified along the interaction. The social approach overcomes the semantics verification problem by exploiting a set of established commitments between the agents, that are stored as part of the MAS social state. In this framework it is possible to formally prove the correctness of public interaction protocols with respect to the specifications outcoming from the analysis phases; such proof can be obtained, for instance, by means of model checking techniques [22, 25, 28, 30, 18, 7] (but not only, e.g., [9] ).
Nevertheless, AUML is being used, more and more often, in MAS development because it is intuitive for designers that have a background in UML and in the object-oriented approach, and for this reason it has an appeal for the deployment of agent systems in the industry world. Moreover, when developing the single agents, besides verifying that the agent respects the social commitments, it is important to study properties of their implementations and, in particular, to understand if and to which extent such properties depend on the agent's internal state (in the case of communication, on the semantics of the speech acts).
Specification of Communication in DyLOG
DyLOG [5] is a high-level logic programming language for modeling rational agents, based upon a modal logic of actions and mental attitudes where modalities are used for representing actions as well as beliefs that are in the agent's mental state. It accounts both for atomic and complex actions, or procedures, for specifying the agent behavior. A DyLOG agent can be provided with a communication kit that specifies its communicative behavior [3] , defined in terms of interaction protocols, i.e. conversation policies that build on FIPA-like speech acts. The communication theory is a homogeneous component of the general agent theory; in particular, both the conversational policies, that guide the agent's communicative behavior, and the other policies, defining the agent's behavior, are represented by procedure definitions (represented by axiom schema). DyLOG agents can reason about their communicative behavior answering to queries like "given a protocol and a set of desiderata, is there a conversation, that respects the protocol, which also satisfies the desired conditions on the final mental state?".
The DyLOG Language in Brief
In DyLOG atomic actions are either world actions, affecting the world, or mental actions, i.e. sensing or communicative actions which only affect the agent beliefs. The set of atomic actions consists of the set A of the world actions, the set C of communicative acts, and the set S of sensing actions. All the modalities of the language are normal; 2 is reflexive and transitive, its interaction with action modalities is ruled by 2ϕ ⊃ [a agi ]ϕ. The epistemic modality B ag i is serial, transitive and euclidean. A non-monotonic solution to the persistency problem is given, which consists in maximizing assumptions about fluents after the execution of action sequences, based on an abductive framework.
The Communication Kit in Brief
The behavior of an agent ag i is specified by a domain description, which includes, besides a specification of the agent belief state: (i) action and precondition laws for describing the atomic world actions in terms of their preconditions and their affects on the agent's mental state, (ii) sensing axioms for describing atomic sensing actions, (iii) procedure axioms for describing complex behaviors, (iv) a communication kit that describes the agent communicative behavior by means of further axioms and laws of the kind mentioned above. In fact a communication kit consists of (i') a set of action and preconditions laws modeling a predefined set of primitive speech acts the agent can perform/recognize (ii') a set of sensing axioms for defining special sensing actions for getting new information by external communications (iii') a set of procedure axioms for specifying interaction protocols, which can be seen as a library of conversation policies the agent can follow when engaging a conversations with others.
Interaction Protocols are represented as procedures that build upon individual speech acts and specify conversation policies for guiding the agent communicative behavior. They are expressed by axiom schema of form:
p 0 is a procedure name and the p i 's (i = 1, . . . , m) are either procedure names, atomic actions, or test actions (actions of the form F s?, where F s is a belief fluent conjunction); intuitively, the ? operator corresponds to checking the value of a fluent conjunction in the current state while the ; is the sequencing operator of dynamic logic. Since each agent has a subjective perception of the communication with other agents, given a protocol specification we expect to have as many procedural representations as the possible roles in the conversation. The axiom schema used to define procedures have the form of inclusion axioms, which were the subject of previous work [4, 2] , in which the class of multimodal logics, characterized by axioms that have the general form s 1 . . . s m ϕ ⊂ t 1 . . . t n ϕ, where s i and t i are modal operators, has been analyzed. These axioms have interesting computational properties because they can be considered as rewriting rules. In [14] this kind of axioms is used for defining grammar logics and some relations between formal languages and such logics are analyzed. A speech act c in C has form speech act(ag s , ag r , l), where ag s (sender) and ag r (receiver) are agents and l is the message content. Effects and preconditions are modeled by a set of effect and precondition laws. In particular, effects on ag i 's belief state of an action c are expressed by action laws of form:
Law (2) means that, after any sequence of actions (2), if the set of fluent literals (3) states that when the preconditions of c are unknown to ag i , after the execution of c, it will consider unknown also its effects. Precondition laws specify mental conditions that make an action in C executable in a state. They have form:
ag i can execute c when its precondition fluents are in ag i 's belief state.
Get message actions are formalized as sensing actions, i.e. knowledge producing actions whose outcome cannot be predicted before the execution. In fact, from the perspective of the individual agent, expecting a message corresponds to query for an external input, thus it is natural to think of it as a special case of sensing. A get message action is defined by the inclusion axiom schema:
Intuitively, C get message is a finite set of speech acts, which are all the possible communications that ag i could expect from ag j in the context of a given conversation. Hence, the information that can be obtained is calculated by looking at the effects of the speech acts in C get message on ag i 's mental state.
As a finale comment, in the operational interpretation of the language, (1) is handled as a rewriting rule. From a declarative semantics point of view, the rule is an axiom schema of the logic, hence its form. Intuitively, the set of formulas of kind (2), (3) and (4) define the theory, while those of form (1) and (5) define the characteristics of the multi-modal logic in which the formulas are interpreted. Example 1. The following procedure axioms represent an implementation of the protocol in Fig. 1 as the conversation policy that the customer agent (cus) must use for interacting with the service provider (sp). Axioms implementing the query subprotocol follow. Since the AUML protocol contains two roles, the customer and the provider, the implementation must contain two views as well but for brevity we report only the view of the customer (get cinema ticket C ). Similarly for the subprotocol for querying information: yes no query Q implements the role of the querier and yes no query I the one of the responder 2 .
(a) get cinema ticket Protocol get cinema ticket C works as follows: agent cus begins the interaction. After checking if the requested movie is available by the yes no query Q protocol, it waits for an information (get info) from the provider (sp) about which cinema shows it. Then, the provider asks for a payment by credit card by using the yes no query I protocol. If the answer if positive cus communicates the credit card number and the confirmation of the ticket booking is returned to it, otherwise clause (b) is selected, ending the conversation. Clause (c) 
Protocol Conformance
In AUML a protocol is specified by means of sequence diagrams [27] , which model the interactions among the participants as message exchanges, arranged in time sequences. The vertical (time) dimension specifies when a message is sent (expected), the horizontal dimension expresses the participants and their roles. The current proposal [17] , enriches the set of possible operators of the language; particularly interesting is the possibility of representing loops, calls to subprotocols, and exit points. Generally speaking, given a protocol implementation it would be nice to have a means for automatically verifying its conformance to the desired AUML specification. The technique that we follow consists in turning this problem into a problem of formal language inclusion. To this aim, given a sequence diagram, we define a formal grammar which generates a language, that is the set of all the conversations allowed by the diagram itself. The algorithm used to this purpose is described in Section 3.1. On the other hand, given a DyLOG implementation of a protocol, we define a language that is compared to the previously obtained one: if the language obtained from the implementation is included in the one obtained from the sequence diagram we conclude that a type of conformance holds. We, actually, define three degrees of conformance (agent conformance, agent strong conformance, and protocol conformance), characterized by different levels of abstraction from the agent private mental state, which correspond to different ways of extracting the language from the implementation. These definitions allow us to define which parts of a protocol implementation must fit the specification and to describe in a modular way how the implementation can be enriched with respect to the specification, without compromising the conformance. Such an enrichment is important when using logic agents, that support sophisticated forms of reasoning.
Turning an AUML Sequence Diagram into a Linear Grammar
In the following we show how it is possible to translate an AUML sequence diagram, as defined in [17] , into a grammar. Using the notation of [20] , a grammar G is a tuple (V, T, P, S), where V is a set of variables, T a set of terminals, P of production rules, and S is the start symbol. By L(G) we will denote the language generated by grammar G, i.e. the set of sentences in T * that are generated starting from S, by applying rules in P .
On the side of sequence diagrams we focus on the operators used to specify FIPA protocols, which are: message, alternative, loop, exit, and reference to a sub-protocol (see top of Fig. 1) . 
Algorithm 1 (Generating G p AU M L )
The grammar construction is done in the following way. We will denote by the variable last the most recently created variable. Initially T and P are empty. Define the start symbol as Q 0 , initialize last to Q 0 and V := {Q 0 }, then, we apply the translation rules described by cases hereafter, according to the sequence given by the AUML diagram:
-given a message arrow, labeled by m, create a new variable Q new , V := V ∪ {Q new }, T := T ∪{m}, P := P ∪{last −→ mQ new }, finally, set last := Q new ; -given an exit operator, add to P a production last −→ , last :=⊥ (undefined); -given an alternative operator with n branches, apply to each branch the grammar construction algorithm, so obtaining a grammar
with last i being the last variable used inside that branch. Let us assume that
and finally we set last to Q new ; -given a loop, apply the grammar construction algorithm to its body, so obtaining a grammar G = (V , T , P , S ) with a value for last . Let us as- Proof. The Algorithm 1 produces a right linear grammars (variables appear only at the rigth end of productions), so the generated language is regular [20] .
By this translation we give to the set of conversations encoded by the sequence diagram a structural semantics (although no semantics is given to the single speech acts). The grammar could, then, be translated into a finite-state automaton, another formal tool often used to represent interaction protocols, as mentioned in the introduction. As a last observation, the produced grammar may contain redundancies and could be simplified using standard algorithms [20] .
Consider, as an example, the sequence diagram in Fig. 1 : it represents an interaction protocol with two agent roles (Customer, cus, and Service Provider, sp): the protocol rules the interaction of a cinema booking service with each of its customers, and will be used as a running example along the paper. Suppose, now, to have a DyLOG implementation of the specification given by the diagram. The technique that we apply for verifying if it is conformant (w.r.t. the definitions given in Section 3) to the specifications, intuitively works as follows. If we can prove that all the conversations produced by the implementation belong to the language generated by the grammar into which the specification can be translated (see Fig. 1 ), then the implementation can be considered conformant.
Three Degrees of Conformance
We have shown how AUML sequence diagrams can be translated into regular grammars. By interpreting the problem of conformance as a problem of formal language inclusion, we will describe a method for automatically verifying the strongest of the three degrees of conformance (protocol conformance). The verification of protocol conformance is shown to be decidable and an upper bound of its complexity is given.
Definition 1 (Agent conformance). Let
ag i be an implementation of the interaction protocol p AUML defined by means of an AUML sequence diagram. Moreover, let us define the set
We say that the agent described by means of D is conformant to the sequence diagram p AU M L if and only if
In other words, the agent conformance property holds if we can prove that every conversation, that is an instance of the protocol implemented in our language (an execution trace of p dylog ), is a legal conversation according to the grammar that represents the AUML sequence diagram p AUML ; that is to say that conversation is also generated by the grammar G p AUML . The agent conformance depends on the initial state S 0 . Different initial states can determine different possible conversations (execution traces). One can define a notion of agent conformance that is independent from the initial state. 
Definition 2 (Agent strong conformance). Let
The agent strong conformance property holds if we can prove that every conversation for every possible initial state is a legal conversation. It is obvious by definition that agent strong conformance (7) implies agent conformance (6).
Agent strong conformance, differently than agent conformance, does not depend on the initial state but it still depends on the set of speech acts defined in CKit ag i . In fact, an execution trace σ is built taking into account test actions and the semantics of the speech acts (defined by executability precondition laws and action laws).
A stronger notion of conformance should require that a DyLOG implementation is conformant to an AUML sequence diagram independently from the semantics of the speech acts. In other world, we would like to prove a sort of "structural" conformance of the implemented protocol w.r.t. the corresponding AUML sequence diagram. In order to do this, we define a formal grammar from the DyLOG implementation of a conversation protocol. In this process, the particular form of axiom, namely inclusion axiom, used to define protocol clauses in a DyLOG implementation, comes to help us.
Algorithm 2 (Generating
-T is the set of all terms that define the speech acts in Π C ; -V is the set of all the terms that define a conversation protocol or a get message action in Π CP or Π Sget ; -P is the set of production rules of the form
. . . ; p n ϕ is an axiom that defines either a conversation protocol (that belongs to Π CP ) or a get message action (that belongs to Π Sget ). Note that, in the latter case, we add a production rule for each alternative speech act in C get message see (5), moreover, the test actions Fs? are not reported in the production rules; -the start symbol S is the symbol p dylog .
Let us define L(G p dylog ) as the language generated by means of the grammar G p dylog .
Proposition 2. Given a domain description
Proof. The proposition follows from the fact that G p dylog is a context-free grammar (CFG).
Intuitively, the language L(G p dylog ) represents all the possible sequences of speech acts (conversations) allowed by the DyLOG protocol p dylog independently from the evolution of the mental state of the agent. For example, clause (a) of get cinema ticket C presented in the previous section is represented as follows: 
We then interpret the verification of conformance as a containment of formal languages problem; in particular, that a CFL is included in a regular language. By doing so, we verify the structural matching of the implementation to the specification.
Proposition 3. Protocol conformance (8) implies agent strong conformance (7) and the latter implies agent conformance (6).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Σ ⊆ L(G p dylog ). We give a sketch of proof. Actually, let us consider the application of proof rule (1) and (4) in the proof of (Π, CKit agi , S 0 ) ps p dylog w.a. σ, it is possible to build a derivation p dylog ⇒ * σ where each derivation step is determined by selecting the production rule that is obtained from the inclusion axiom of the the corresponding rule (1) and (4) that has been applied. This shows that σ ∈ L(G p dylog ). The second part of the proposition trivially derives from definitions.
Proposition 4. Protocol conformance is decidable.
Proof. Equation (8) 
is a CFL while L(G p AUML ) is a regular language. Since the complement of a regular language is still regular, L(G p AUML ) is a regular language. The intersection of a CFL and a regular language is a CFL. For CFLs, the emptyness is decidable [20] . Proposition 4 tells us that an algorithm for verifying protocol conformance exists. In [13, 8] The grammar G yes no query I AUML , obtained starting from the AUML specification of the protocol, is similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 , productions from Q 1 through Q 7 , where Q 7 produces ε instead of Q 8 . The language L(G yes no query I AU M L ) contains the same conversations of L(G yes no query I dylog ), therefore the protocol conformance trivially holds. This is a structural conformance, in the sense that no information about the agent private state is taken into account nor the semantics of the speech acts is. Now, the speech acts might have different semantics (different preconditions or effects); for instance, we can imagine two inf orm implementations, the first can be executed when the informer knows a certain fact, the other when it knows a fact and it believes that the querier does not know it. Depending on its semantics, an inf orm act might or might not be executed in a given agent mental state. Thus, generally, the interaction dynamics of the speech act semantics and the agent belief states might enable or disable conversations even when using the same agent policy. Nervertheless, since protocol conformance holds, by Proposition 3 we can state that the obtained conversations will always be legal w.r.t. the AUML specification; the private information of the agent and the semantics of the speech acts will, at most, reduce the set of possible conversations but they will never introduce new, uncorrect sequences.
Conclusions and Related Work
In this work we face the problem of verifying if the implementation of an interaction protocol as an internal policy of a logic-based agent is conformant to the protocol abstract specification, in the special case of DyLOG agents implementing AUML specifications. We have taken advantage from the logical representation of protocols in DyLOG as inclusion axioms, by interpreting the conformance problem as a problem of language inclusion.
Verifying the conformance of protocol implementations is a crucial problem in an AOSE perspective, that can be considered as a part of the process of engineering interaction protocols sketched in [21] . In this perspective the techniques discussed along our paper, actually, suggest a straightforward methodology for directly implementing protocols in DyLOG so that conformance to the AUML specification is respected. In fact, we can build our implementation starting from the grammar G p AU M L , and applying the inverse of the process that we described for passing from a DyLOG implementation to the grammar G p dylog . In this way we can obtain a skeleton of a DyLOG implementation of p AUML that is to be completed by adding the desired ontology for the speech acts and customized with tests. Such an implementation trivially satisfies protocol conformance and, then, all the other degrees of conformance.
The problem of checking the agent conformance to a protocol in a logical framework has been faced also in [12] . In [12] agent communication strategies and protocol specification are both represented by means of sets of if-then rules in a logic-based language, which relies on abductive logic programming. A notion of weak conformance is introduced, which allows to check if the possible moves that an agent can make, according to a given communication strategy, are legal w.r.t. the protocol specification. The conformance test is done by disregarding any condition related to the agent private knowledge, which is not considered as relevant in order to decide weak conformance. On this respect, our notion of conformance is similar to the notion of agent weak conformance described above. However, our approach allows to tackle a broader class of protocols: we are not restricted to protocols that sequentially alternate the dialogue moves of the agents. Furthermore, while in [12] conformance avoids to deal with the dialogue history, our notion of conformance takes into account the whole context of the conversation, due to the fact that it considers sequences of dialogue acts. This can be done thanks to the modal logic framework, which allows to naturally deal with contexts.
Moreover, our framework allows us to give a finer notion of conformance, for which we can distinguish different degrees of abstraction with respect to the agent private mental state. This allows us to decide which parts of a protocol implementation must fit the protocol specification and to describe in a modular way how the protocol implementation can be enriched with respect to the protocol specification, without compromising the conformance. Such an enrichment is important when using logic agents, whose ability of reasoning about the properties of the interactions among agents before they actually occur, may be a powerful tool for supporting MAS designers.
So far we have focussed on the conformance of the policies of a single agent to a protocol specification. A current research issue that we are studying concerns the conditions by which our notion of conformance can be proved compositional. Intuitively, given two agent policies that are conformant to the same protocol and that encode the different roles foreseen by it, it would be interesting to prove that the actual interaction of the two agents will also be conformant.
Some authors (e.g. [29] ) have proposed a different approach to agent communication, the social approach, in which communicative actions affect the "social state" of the system, rather than the internal states of the agents. The social state records the social facts, like the permissions and the commitments of the agents, which are created and modified along the interaction. Different approaches enable different types of properties to be proved [19] . For instance the mental approach is not well suited for the verification of open multi-agent systems, where the history of communications is observable, but the internal states of the single agents may not be accessed [29] . Therefore the social approach is taken in works such as the one in [1] , where an open society of agents is considered and the prob-lem of verifying on the fly the compliance of the agents' behavior to protocols specified in a logic-based formalism (Social Integrity Constraints) is addressed by taking the point of view of an external entity that detects faulty behaviors.
